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At a cognitive level, however, there i s no natural meaning
associated with such artifacts. A study of these effects may
lead to practical benefits (such as a new image coder [6], for
example), but may also fail to illuminate certain aspects of the
human perception of image information.
In this paper, we extend the study of perceptual discrimination in the context of a cognitive theory of image information.
In [7], Marr writes that, “vision i s the process of discovering
from images what is present in the world, and where it is,” We
propose a simple model in which the human understanding of
image information can be classified into two distinct concepts:
Whar information describes the contents and features
contained in the image. Example: “The image contains
a shiny red car with a dent.”
1. INTRODUCTION
Where information describes the locations and arrangeHuman perception of an image can be analyzed in a variety
ment of the What information. Example: “The car is on
of frameworks and contexts. Research of the mammalian vithe left side of the image, facing right, and the dent is in
sual cortex, for example, has revealed distinct neural responses
the fender.”
for certain localized primitive image characteristics such as
Although
it would be meaningless to completely decouple
orientation and spatial frequency [I]. In addition, Olshausen
these
pieces
of information, and the nuances of such a model
and Field [2] indicate that natural image components are
are
open
to
debate, we believe this framework provides a
well described by atoms of various scales and orientations.
These observations suggest that wavelet-like representations reasonable basis for a novel study of human perception.
Section II provides a further discussion regarding our interare appropriate for images. Indeed, wavelets have the addipretation
of this model and reveals that within a wavelet repretional benefit of a filter-bank implementation and have had
sentation,
Wiat and Where information are strongly coupled.
a great deal of practical success in image processing [3].
This
prevents
any reasonable wavelet-based psychophysical
Consequently, psychophysical studies have examined the perstudy
from
revealing
valuable information about the human
ceptual effects of quantization in wavelet coefficients [4,5],
two effects.
discrimination
of
these
and these results have influenced the development of waveletbased image coders [6].
E. 77ie Role of a Nonr~dundantComplex Wavelet
Representation
A. A Connitive Theow of Perceutual Discrimination
In this paper, we propose that a complex wavelet represenPsychophysical studies are limited by the choice of repretation serves to reasonably decouple these two functionalities.
sentation - any given representation reflects certain image
The potential benefit of a complex-valuedsignal representation
characteristics more clearly than others. Consequently, errors’
is widely accepted due to the Fourier transform. Fourier coefin the coefficients will introduce certain kinds of changes in the
ficient magnitudes relate to signal intensity; coefficient phases
image, and these are the types ofperceptual discrimination that
relate to locations, or offsets. With the Fourier transform,
may be readily studied. In the case of the wavelet representahowever, such properties pertain to global signal characteristion, quantization of wavelet coefficients introduces changes
tics. The wavelet transform provides a similar expansion using
that manifest themselves as ringing artifacts around edges.
localized real-valued sinusoids; unfortunately, the concepts of
nis wok was sunmrted by the NSF.. ONR., AFOSR. DARPA.
the phase and magnitude are lost. As discussed in Section 11,
Texar lnsmunentr LLabenhip ilnivenily Program.
these components can be recovered through the concept of
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the
analytic signal. The result is a complex wavelet transform
‘We consider only simple kinds of dirtonion in the coefficients, since it i s
that distinguishes localized What and Where information using
to obtain my kind of
thmugh a pmper (hut
adjusment of wavelet eoeffieiem.
the coefficient magnitudes and phases, respectively.
Abslracl-The recent development of a nonredundant complex
wavelet transform allows a novel framework for image analysis.
Work on this representation has recognized that the phase and
magnitude of complex coefficients can he related to important
geometric properties in images. Existing work on human visual
system (HVS)sensitivity offers little guidance in understanding
the relative importance of noise (e.& introduced by lossy coding)
in phase components and magnitude components. The distinct
geometric significance of the two components sould suggest
that their respective errors relate to different types of image
structure, and thus each would have its own unique H\’S
sensitivity. In this paper, we extend the study ofjust-noticeahledifferences (JND) to magnitudelphase sensitivities in complex
wavelet representations and outline and report on preliminary
experiments characteruing them.
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Fig. I . Sin& stage ID nonredundvlt complex wavelet msfom. consistins of rsal wavelet filters Ho and H I , with an additional complex filter sage H c .
Complex signals are shown in bold. Real scaling coefficients are denoted SR; complex wavelet coefficienb are denoted Wc. The complex swe (boxed) may be
removed to leave B sFUldard red DWT with coefficienbWR

The distinct geometric significance of the magnitude and
phase components motivates a psychophysical study to better
understand human visual system (HVS) sensitivity to errors
in Whar and Where information. This study will be facilitated
through the use of a nonredundanl complex wavelet transform.
Although recent years have seen the development of several
overcomplete (redundant) complex wavelet' transforms [S,91,
the redundancy of such representations may complicate controlled studies. For example, there is no unique coefficient
expansion for a given image, and certain coefficient distortions
may offset each 'other. These problems are avoided with a
nonredundant complex wavelet representation. Several such
designs exist [10+13]; we choose and discuss one [13]-in this
paper.
This paper is drganized as follows. Section I1 develops the
nonredundant complex wavelet transform. In Section 111, we
propose preliminary methods for extending the study of justnoticeable-differences (JND) to magnitudeiphase sensitivities.
We discuss the unique and novel issues which arise in developing the appropriate psychophysical experiments. Section IV
presents some preliminary experimental results, indicating that
the HVS may have a unique sensitivity for errors in phase and
magnitude infohnation, and that the relative importance may
depend on the spitial frequency.
11. NONREDUNDANT COMPLEX WAVELETS

The Fourier transform (decomposition of a signal into
complex sinusoids) gives rise to the concepts of amplitude
and phase. These, relate to distinct, global signal properties:
amplitude defines the energy of each sinusoid, and phase
defines the offset, or location. The wavelet transform provides
a similar expansion using localized real-valued sinusoids;
unfortunately, the concepts of phase and magnitude are lost.
A. Analj~licSignal

An oscillatory &-valued signal can be viewed as the real
component of a complex-valued analyiic signal, whose phase
and magnitude reveal fundamental local signal characteristics
that are difficult to discern from the real component alone.
Given a real I D signal f ( t ) , the analytic signal j a ( t ) is given
by. .~f,t(t)
~ .f.(, t ) _.
+ i ..,
f d,.t where
).
~, =~.
.f d.,t ,) reuresents the Hilbert
transform o f f (t) [ 141. In the frequency domain,
FA(W) = F(w)'

l,to =

w

< 0.

As discussed in [14], the magnitude envelope o f the analytic
signal defines the amplitude of a local sinusoid, and the phase
relates to small local shifts.

B. Nonredundant Complex Wavelet Transform
In general, a real signal is composed of a combination of
different frequencies. The real wavelet transform provides a
bsndpass filter bank that decomposes the signal into oscillatory components. By constructing the corresponding analytic
signals, we obtain a complex wavelet transform. Along these
lines, a number ofredundant [8,9] and nonredundant [10-13]
complex wavelet designs have been developed in recent years.
In [13], for example, Orchard and Ates define a complex
filter pair Hc(;), Gc(z)according to the following criteria:
The idealized frequency response of H c is H c ( w ) =
l,lo.Thus, for a real input f , the convolution f * HC
provides an approximate analytic signal.
The complex signal f t HC may be downsampled by a
factor of 2. The filter G c allows perfect reconstruction
of the real input f .
These filters are used to define a nonredundant complex
wavelet transform, as shown in Fig. 1. AAer passing a real
input through the standard real wavelet filters Ho(z) (lowpass)
and H l ( z ) (highpass), the real highpass wavelet coefficients
are filtered with H c ( z ) and downsampled. The frequencydomain effects are shown in Fig. 2. If we start with a ID
length-N signal, one stage of the nonredundant complex
wavelet transform produces N/2 real scaling coefficients and
N/4 complex wavelet coefficients. To implement multiple
stages, the real wavelet filters continue to iterate as usual on
the real signals; the complex filters are the final operation at
each scale.

.

C. 2D Implentenration for Iniages
As shown in Fig. 3, construction of a 2D nonredundant
complex wavelet transform follows directly from the above
procedure. For example, on the real vertical wavelet subband
(generated by a highpass row filter and a lowpass column
filter), we apply the complex filter H c ( z ) to each row.
Similarly, we apply H c ( z ) to each column of the horizontal
subband? Thus, if we start with a 2D N x N signal, one stage
'For the real diagonal rubband, wc are unable to apply H c ( r ) to both
the rows and c o l u m because the H c , Gc pair is designed for real inputs.
For OUT preliminary investigation,we apply no complex filters IO the diagonal
rubband and resmn OUT anention IO the others
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111. PERCEPTUAL EXPERIMENT
DESIGN

As demonstrated above, the phase and magnitude components of the nonredundant complex wavelet coefficients
represent distinct image characteristics. The distinct geometric
significance of the two components would suggest that each
would have its own unique HVS sensitivity. Following the
demonstration of Oppenheim and Lim [15], for example,
where Fourier transforms are reconstructed using .only magnitude or phase information, a commonly held belief is that
phase information is much more critical to human perception
I
-ni2
0
d2
II
of an image. In the nonredundant complex wavelet transform,
Fig. 2. Idealized fiquency-domain responses. Top: IDmd uavder bansform.
Middle: complex filter H c ( z ) . Bottom: resulting ID nomdundanl complex phase and magnitude play similar, but more localized, roles.
wavelet transform. The shaded &on can be reconstructed without loss of In this section, we discuss a preliminary investigation into the
information.
relative importance of local phase and magnitude information,
as we extend the study ofjust-noticeable-differences (JND) to
Row Fillerr
Column Filfsm
I
nonredundant phase and magnitude sensitivities. We present
preliminary results in Section IV.

Fig. 3.
Single rlage 2D nomdundanl complex wavelei dwomposition.
msulring in a real scaling subband (Sn).complex hoLmnral ( H c ) and I enical
Wc)subbands. and a real diagonal subband (DR).

of the nonredundant complex wavelet transform produces an
X I 2 x 'Vi2 real scaling subband, an i y l 2 x N / 2 real diagonal
wavelet subband, an N / 2 x N / 4 complex vertical wavelet
subband, and an A'/4 x ,Vi2 complex horizontal wavelet
subband.

D. Separation of What and Where Information
By introducing the concepts of magnitude and phase to
a wavelet representation, the nonredundant complex wavelet
representation decouples What and Where information that are
intertwined within a real wavelet representation. As a brief
illustration, we present the following example. In Fig. 4(a), we
construct a sinusoidal grating image (with energy concentrated
primarily within one wavelet subband). We quantize the real
wavelet coefficients (see Fig. 4(b)), then restore either the
actual complex phase or the actual complex magnitude. (The
resulting images contain errors only in the complex magnitude
or phase, respectively.) The effects are profound
Magnitude errors (Fig. 4(c)) appear primarily as local
brightness changes of the grating lines.
Phase errors (Fig. 4(d)) appear primarily as local shifts
(bends) of the grating lines, with few noticeable changes
in brightness.
The original (real wavelet) errors (Fig. 4@)) appear as a
combination of the above effects.
This illustrates the mixing of What and Where information
within a real wavelet representation.

A . Quantization
A traditional psychophysical study of JND operates by
introducing errors to an image, and determining the noise level
at which these errors become noticeable. Recent investigations
involving real wavelets produce these errors errors as a result
of scalar quantization on individual wavelet subhands [4,5].
Quantization provides a generic model for the typical effects
of lossy compression. Other sources of distortion (such as
additive noise in the coefficients [16]), may produce different
artifacts but may be less relevant in practice. The differences
of these effects using real wavelets are most pronounced
in smooth image regions, where quantization may set large
patches of coefficients to zero.
The design of a JND experiment for nonredundant complex
wavelets must consider a number of factors. Some of these
result from the non-orthogonality of the magnitude and phase
representation. For example, the maximum phase error is
bounded by rr - beyond that point the phase error begins
to decrease. Also, the maximum magnitude error is bounded
in one direction (toward the origin) - moving beyond that
point would effectively change the phase by rr.
As a preliminary investigation, we propose as a source of
error the process of scalar quantization on complex phases
and magnitudes. We believe this is a reasonable model for the
operation of a lossy coder, and it can be designed to operate
appropriately on the phase and magnitude separately. We
quantize all coefficients with a uniform quantization stepsize.
To be precise, let z = rejs be a complex coefficient with
'6 E [0,2rr),and let A be the desired quantization stepsize.
After magnitude quantization, the coefficient is given by ?e'@
where P = A round(r/A). For phase quantization, we
divide the circle into an integral number of segments, each
with arclength approximately A. After phase quantization, the
coefficient is given by rela where
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F i g 4. (a) 0"ginal mting image. (b) Subject to quanrization ofreal wvelet coefficients, PSNR = 26.2dB. (c) Image fmm (b) with complex phases restored.
PSNR = 2 9 . 4 s ; note the local b"ghmesr changes on grating lines. (d) Image from (b) with complex magnitudes restored PSNR = 28.7dB;note the local bends
I" p t i n p lines.

We consider quantization of one subhand (at one orientation)
at a time. Future studies may consider more advanced sources
of error.
B. lniages

In addition to the source of error, the choice of image
may impact the nature of the observed distortions. On natural
images, for example, quantization effects of phase or magnitude within a single subhand are not easily distinguishable
(compared to the demonstration in Section 11-D). Most artifacts
are observed near edges, where each type resembles the
common ringing artifacts of real wavelet quantization. Indeed,
limited perceptual tests with one author (MW) indicate that
the JND levels for magnitude and phase quantization are
nearly equal to the JND level for real wavelet quantization.
These effects are likely a consequence of the fact that natural
edges contain energy across the frequency spectrum. Adjusting
wavelet coefficients at a single scale fails to exploit their
inultiscale coherency. Future studies may examine the impact
ofcoherent, multiscale quantization of complex wavelet coefficients. For the purposes of this paper, we propose a perceptual
study involving sinusoidal grating images. These images can
he tuned to maintain frequency content within the octave of
interest. As shown in Section 11-D, the resulting effects of
phase and magnitude errors are distinct.
In a standard grating image, we observe within the complex
wavelet subhand of interest that most coefficient magnitudes
are large and nearly equal. Roughly speaking, then, magnitude
quantization will jreat them uniformly (taking them all to the
same new value). The visual impact is a uniform change
in the grating contrast (the sinusoidal amplitude). This is
contrary to the magnitude effects observed in Section II-D.
and it illustrates ,the fact that the magnitude field is lowdimensional - there are strong constraints on the magnitudes
that are not observed in the randomly spread real wavelet
coefficients. Indeed, similar low-dimensional constraints hold
for the dixetznces between neighboring phase values. The
complex representation brings forth the simple structure of
the grating image;
As a slightly more complicated grating image with frequency in the appropriate octave, we propose a chirp grating
as shown in Fig. 'S(a). Such a gating can be be constructed.

with sinusoidal frequency ranging from the low to high end of
the octave. As shown in Fig. S(c), the complex magnitudes of
such a grating exhibit sufficient variation to allow for spatially
varying quantization artifacts.
C. Experimental Procedure

We use a three-alternative forced-choice (3AFC) procedure
for determining JND thresholds. In each trial, the test subject
is shown three stimuli. Two stimuli contain only the original
image (mask only), while one stimulus contains the original
image (mask) subject to quantization distortions (target). The
amount of error is varied according to a QUEST staircase
using the Psychophysics Toolbox software [17]. The JND
threshold is estimated as the point where the subject correctly
identifies 75% of target images. Many of the experimental
parameten (number of trials, spatial frequency, etc.) follow
the procedure carefully outlined in [SI.
Following similar experiments, our metric for the amount of
error introduced in the visible image is the RMS contrast [5].
Let X. he the original image containing N pixels, and let X9
be the image containing quantization noise. (The image X q
is presented to the subject.) Define L,,,,
to he the mean
luminance of X, and let the distortion image X d = X q - X +
X', where X' is a constant image with luminance Lmean.The
RMS contrast is then given by

where L; is the luminance at pixel i of X d .
We run separate, randomly ordered trial blocks to determine
the subject's sensitivity to real wavelet quantization, complex phase quantization, and complex magnitude quantization.
Throughout a given trial block, quantization is performed on a
single vertical suhband of the appropriate wavelet transform.
IV. PRELIMINARY
EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
One author (VC) has participated in experiments measuring real, phase, and magnitude quantization thresholds for
the chirp grating images. Results are shown in Fig. 6. The
horizontal axis plots spatial frequency (for 5 levels of the
wavelet transform). The vertical axis plots the RMS constrast
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Fig. 5 . (a) Chirpgnting image used forperceprual experiments. (b) Real wavelet quantization. (c) Complex magnitude quantization, pmducing local chmgcs in
b”ghmess. (d) Complcx phase quantimtion, producing local beading in gnting lines. All quantized images have PSNR it 3 W .
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